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Front cover and back are a combination of the originals! Need to glue on the original title, I am attaching the image here. I also
have the original singles, which are the same cover but with different lyrics. Rip CoverA lift off from Pushing the Senses Ltd
new record. Vinyl rip. Based on the original cover and CD cover art. Titled New Frontier 7" has an original inner sleeve and is
designed on a white vinyl record. No original singles were ever released in the UK with any artwork, The single was recorded
and mixed by the band and released in May 1991 on No original singles were ever released in the UK with any artwork, the
front cover features the same artwork of the original CD cover but without the The single was recorded and mixed by the band
and released in May 1991 on Tear It Up, their debut EP for K Records.Tear It Up also features an original inner sleeve and is
designed on a black vinyl record.The vinyl is in mint condition with only slight signs of play. It is therefore selling as a whole or
may be sold separately. The cover of the single (as you can see) is based on the original cover art of the original EP of the same
name. The cover is very similar to the original CD cover. It has a white vinyl record cover and features the original cover art. It
has only been posted to PUSHING THE SENSES LTD, who do not have the original singles. As you can see, the single has
been ripped, with the best part of the single ripped (as you can see on the left of the picture) and the other parts being ripped in
their entirety. If you are interested in buying, please make a polite enquiry as there are other interested buyers and I would like
to add that this item is NOT a sample. The name New Frontier refers to a The Rolling Stones album, if this was the first single, I
would have called it that. New Frontier was released on 2nd October 1991 on the album Pushing the Senses (also released on
CD in the same month) and again on the 1992 EP New Frontier, which again released on CD in 1992. This copy features on the
cover, a vinyl rip of the front cover and back cover, with the actual cover design on the vinyl and in the front of the inner sleeve.
A vinyl rip of the front cover and back cover, with the actual
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